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Senior Cloud Engineer – 3 month contract 

The Company 

The Foundry is a world leading innovator of creative software across multiple industries.  

Founded in 1996, we are an award-winning, exciting, dynamic company. As well as being proud 

of our software, we believe the strong relationships with our customers allow us to develop 

flexible, open, problem-solving applications that span VFX, design, and more. We continue to 

move from strength to strength and are looking to grow our team of bright, capable, hard-

working, and fun experts. 

 

The Role 

As a Cloud Engineer at The Foundry, you will contribute to our projects by writing code 

alongside our designers and researchers to ideate, iterate, interact, and experiment with our 

ideas for extending our tech portfolio into the cloud. You’ll need a thorough knowledge of the 

developing, and delivering scalable, cloud-based, solutions quickly and efficiently from the back 

end through to user interfaces to deliver usable prototypes. You’ll be able to manage 

expectation, having built similar services previously, as to what is possible at this initial stage of 

the project, helping us build an ecosystem which can be developed into fully fledged products 

and services. 

 

The requirements 

  Javascript - Node.js experience, with deep understanding of the language (including 

some front end skills, e.g. Angular.js, bootstrap)  

  Large scale data knowledge; experience the different database technologies (e.g. 

SQL/nosql), and how to make them efficient and scalable.  

  AWS knowledge - must have delivered web apps based on AWS previously, with 

knowledge of the different services in that portfolio.  

  Adept at engineering prototypes to allow rapid feedback and iteration, working with 

designers to develop ideas and concepts into reality.  

  Excellent knowledge of relevant development tools, frameworks, and processes.  

  Good communication skills, organization, and time management. 
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Applying 

If you meet the criteria, are eligible to work and are interested, please send your covering 

letter, CV, salary expectations and notice period to jobs@thefoundry.co.uk with the subject 

“Senior Cloud Engineer”. 

 

More About Us. 

The Foundry, established in 1996, is renowned for our solutions, our customer-centric focus 

and our collaborative approach to development. The Foundry, with more than 270 employees 

worldwide, is led by CEO Bill Collis and is backed by HgCapital. 

The Foundry develops award-winning software used globally by creative professionals.  The 

portfolio lets users create inspiring and technical high-end visuals in the areas of Media 

Production (film, commercial, episodic, gaming), and Design, as well as participate in emerging 

high-growth markets such as Virtual/Augmented Reality and 3D printing.  

 

We develop solutions and grow our market through a combination of build, buy, partner. Our 

R&D team has created a number of award-winning solutions. Also, we’ve participated in 

numerous funded projects, both from the UK, as well as the European Union, that sees us work 

with leaders across industry to develop offerings. In some cases, we’ve worked customers to 

help develop a specific solution and then commercialize the solution for broader market 

adoption. Finally, we merged with Luxology, the creators of MODO in 2012 and in 2014, 

acquired Made With Mischief.  

 


